Measuring Scientific Misconduct—Lessons from Criminology
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Abstract: This article draws on research traditions and insights from Criminology to elaborate on the problems associated with current practices of measuring scientific misconduct. Analyses of the number of retracted articles are shown to suffer from the fact that the distinct processes of misconduct, detection, punishment, and publication of a retraction notice, all contribute to the number of retractions and, hence, will result in biased estimates. Self-report measures, as well as analyses of retractions, are additionally affected by the absence of a consistent definition of misconduct. This problem of definition is addressed further as stemming from a lack of generally valid definitions both on the level of measuring misconduct and on the level of scientific practice itself. Because science is an innovative and ever-changing endeavor, the meaning of misbehavior is permanently shifting and frequently readdressed and renegotiated within the scientific community. Quantitative approaches (i.e., statistics) alone, thus, are hardly able to accurately portray this dynamic phenomenon. It is argued that more research on the different processes and definitions associated with misconduct and its detection and sanctions is needed. The existing quantitative approaches need to be supported by qualitative research better suited to address and uncover processes of negotiation and definition.
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1. Introduction

Studying a problem scientifically involves measuring things quantitatively [1]. Approaching a problem quantitatively promises to establish two foundations from which further research will be possible and justifiable. First a valid and reliable measurement shows the extent of the problem and helps estimating whether more scientific attention is warranted. Second, knowing the extent of a problem from scientific measurement is helpful in convincing other scientists and the public that more research on the problem is needed and should be supported (intellectually and financially). This strategy is as frequently used to introduce research on scientific misconduct as on many other topics. However, our argument will be that especially for research on scientific misconduct this strategy is problematic. It is problematic because statistics on misconduct are prone to biases well-known from Criminology, which find little attention in the literature on scientific misconduct. The measurement of the prevalence of retracted papers will serve as a case in point. The aim of this paper is, thus, to present an argument why measuring scientific misconduct quantitatively should not be first on our research agenda. Decades of research in Criminology and the Sociology of Deviance will serve as a background to support this argument.

2. Measuring Misconduct

Researchers seeking to appraise the prevalence of scientific misconduct try to do so by either looking at known instances of fraud and error, such as retracted articles, or by conducting surveys of scientists asking about their experience with misconduct. These strategies are comparable to the methods and resulting statistics in Criminology that are used to uncover the unknown “dark figure” of crimes in a population. Both the rate of retractions and the number of scientists admitting to or suspecting their colleagues of misconduct are subject to systematic errors. Because Criminology, with its long-standing tradition of investigating these errors [2], has produced notable insights into the problems associated with these methods, the knowledge gained by criminological research will serve as a reference point for our further argument.

Calculating some form of a retraction rate to assess the prevalence of misconduct constitutes a prevailing line of research [3–13]. Many studies focus on data of retracted articles retrieved via databases such as the Web of Science, PubMed, and the like. As with a crime rate, these observed data do not accurately characterize the true rate of scientific misconduct [2,14], but are the joint outcome of a number of distinct data generating processes that each produce a characteristic distortion (see also [15,16]). For the retraction rates, there are at least four different processes that need to be separated:

First, there is the actual occurrence of misconduct, the process many studies seek to explain or measure and that will result in fraudulent publications. Drawing an analogy to Criminology, this process represents the occurrence of criminal acts, which is at the heart of many theories trying to explain why some people resort to crime while others do not [2].

Second, there is the process of detection of misconduct. This process entails arising suspicions, allegations, and subsequent investigations and is comparable to the reporting of crimes to the police and the subsequent recording of these crimes by the police [15]. Thus, in addition to the crimes that
form the official police statistics, there are infractions that are never detected by anyone, crimes detected but not reported, and crimes reported but not recorded by the police [14,15,17]. Hence, crimes officially recorded by the police pose only a fraction of all crimes committed. Moreover, the crimes detected and recorded might misrepresent the structure of incidents, because some crimes or forms of misconduct can be more difficult to detect, minor infringements might simply be shrugged off and show up nowhere in the data [14,15,18], or because some people are more successful at obscuring their deeds or intimidating possible witnesses. In science, there is evidence that many researchers who witness scientific misconduct refrain from reporting the incident [19–21]. To our knowledge, no research has investigated whether reported infractions differ systematically from unreported infractions.

The third process is the retraction of a publication, which can be compared to the sentencing in criminal procedure. There are many factors that determine the outcome of a trial, of which the actual crime is only one. For the case of scientific misconduct, many factors associated with the decision to retract an article (or not) remain unclear: A number of studies show that many journals do not have clear policies for dealing with misconduct [22–25] and handle allegations inconsistently and mostly on a case-by-case basis [26–28]. Additionally, even though resources such as the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines do exist, a notable number of editors are unaware of these guidelines [27]. Even in cases when a finding of misconduct has been established by the Office of Research Integrity (ORI), some affected articles are neither retracted nor corrected [29–32]. Criminological research shows that the aggregate rate of incarceration in a country varies independently from the rate of crimes recorded by the police [33] and exhibits varying and mostly inconsistent patterns of correlation with other measures of crime [34]. It seems optimistic to assume that this would not hold for scientific misconduct and to conclude that the development of retractions was directly relational to the development of misconduct. Many researchers thus acknowledge the fact that there is no way of knowing whether for instance, retractions have risen over the past decades due to a rising prevalence of misconduct or a rising awareness and scrutiny.

The fourth process that ultimately influences the records of retractions and is often overlooked is the way in which journals and databases identify retracted publications once an article has been retracted. To a lesser extent, data entry errors or misidentification also influence official police records [17], but rigid regulations and guidelines for record-keeping and considerable efforts for harmonizing international data (e.g., by EUROSTAT) make this problem less severe for criminological research as compared to research on scientific misconduct. There can be major inconsistencies as to how retracted articles are marked in the databases and whether they are marked at all. It is currently far from clear how many of the publications that were formally retracted will show up as “retracted articles” in one of the databases and how many remain to appear unmarked and “valid”. Moreover, some journals may label a retraction by adding the term “retraction” to the title, while others may use different terms [29]. The number of retracted articles will, hence, vary greatly by the search term researchers use to locate retractions in the database.

We can, thus, learn from Criminology that measuring rates of misconduct should separate at least four different processes related to misconduct. What we can measure depends on the actual occurrence of misconduct (1); the detection of misconduct (2); the sentencing of misconduct (3); and the recording of misconduct (4). The problem posed by the entanglement of these four processes...
reaches much further than just an underestimation of the prevalence of misconduct. As every process systematically influences the probability that a given instance of misconduct will be selected into the sample of studied retracted articles, this selection bias will result in biased estimates in a regression analysis [35]. Because these selection rules are currently unknown, both the size, as well as the direction, of this bias remain unknown, rendering the analyses mostly meaningless.

The concurrence of these processes alone makes inferences about scientific misconduct extremely difficult, however, the current measurements also suffer from the fact that misconduct seems to be a moving target. In the absence of a generally valid definition of misconduct, both official institutions [36] and researchers apply a variety of definitions with differing scopes. Hence studies of scientific misconduct often do not measure the same thing. Looking at the analysis of rejections, researchers differ, e.g., as to whether they include plagiarism as a form of misconduct [7,11,37] or not, rather defining it as a form of error [12,38]. This inevitably results in differing numbers of rejections due to misconduct (see also [39]). Accordingly, numbers of rejections are not comparable across studies. Differing definitions of prohibited acts also trouble criminological research; hence many researchers consider it futile to compare raw crime rates across countries or even within a country over long periods of time. Growing (or declining) rates of rejections may not only be caused by greater (lesser) scrutiny or propensity to act on the part of reviewers and editors [6], but also by a changing range of behaviors that are considered to be misconduct. Because there is so little information on what behaviors exactly prompt journals to retract articles [5,28], we do not know if and how this definition has changed over time.

In the current situation, given only the rejections as they appear in the databases it is impossible to untangle these influences to make any statement about the prevalence or structure of either misconduct, the risk of its detection, or the probability that detected misconduct is sanctioned. It is crucial to gain a better insight into these distinct mechanisms, both in the form of theoretical consideration and empirical evidence, before analyses based on the rate of rejections can be meaningful.

As one reaction to the outlined shortcomings of official measures of crimes, criminological research has turned to self-report measures to gauge the true extent of criminal behavior [40,41]. This strategy is also applied when examining scientific misconduct [42,43]. The problems associated with self-report measures of delinquency continue to be of great interest in Criminology, as they may result both in under-reporting [17,40,41] and over-reporting of misbehavior [17,40]. Respondents might not want to tell the truth about their actual involvement in criminal behavior [40], or they might simply have forgotten about some acts [17]. Accurate recall of own behaviors poses a very serious problem in the research of misconduct using self-reports: Questions pertaining to only vaguely defined periods (i.e., “ever” [44]) or to very large time-spans (i.e., “during the last 10 years” [45]; “since entering medical school” [46]) will generally not produce very reliable or, for that matter, comparable answers ([41]; see [47] for a short overview). The difference between self-reports and official records furthermore varies, among others, by number of arrests [40,41], gender, and type of offense [41], hence producing systematically biased estimates. Additionally, for the case of self-reports, the problem of definition becomes crucial. The phenomenon of over-reporting arrests is commonly seen as resulting from respondents misleadingly counting all contacts with the police as arrests, even if they were not officially arrested [17,40]. Particularly, with regard to scientific misconduct, the absence of a stable definition might result in different people reporting the same act under different names. What
might seem as falsification of data in one discipline, might be considered only sloppiness or even accepted practice in another discipline. This problem becomes obvious in the study by Titus, Wells, and Rhoades [20], where 24% of reported incidents did not actually meet the federal criteria of misconduct.

3. Defining Misconduct

The problems associated with defining scientific misconduct thus need further elaboration. Following Becker that “deviant behavior is behavior that people so label” ([48]: p. 9) and that the simplest conception of deviant behavior is a statistical one which defines everything as different, which lies too far from the average [48], presents us with problems regarding definition on two different levels. One level is represented by observers of scientific misconduct (e.g., Science Studies or administrators) and the other by the daily practices of scientists. On both levels, labeling occurs with specific restrictions but not independent of one another.

For the level of observation of misconduct the most severe restriction seems to lie in the fact that the labels for misconduct must come from scientific practice itself. Politicians, administrators or Science Studies scholars lack authority to label a specific scientific practice as deviant since only scientists themselves possess the necessary qualifications to do so. We are not talking about forms of misconduct that can be defined rather easily like outright plagiarism or fabrication here but about the many routine scientific practices that operate in a “grey zone”. For such practices to become problematic and labeled as deviant the scientific community on the level of scientific practice has to act first and only then are we able to use the same label on the level of observation. To give an example, before certain forms of image manipulation could be labeled as misconduct, e.g., by journals, funding organizations or the ORI the scientists themselves had, first, to engage in these practices and then, second, to negotiate what the community rejects as too much “beautification” [49]. On the level of observation, definitions of deviance are thus always dependent on scientific practices and, in some sense, too late [50]. This aspect raises problems especially for research on misconduct because it cannot rely on an external source for distinguishing misconduct from regular behavior. Furthermore, labels for misconduct vary from one discipline to the next, presenting Science Studies with a difficult task in establishing a precise and generalizable terminology [49,51]. This may, in part, explain the variance in terminology in research on scientific misconduct presented above.

When switching to the level of scientific practice and the ways scientists negotiate the permissible and non-permissible forms of behavior on a day-to-day basis, the picture becomes more complicated. Here, these problems of definition can pose restrictions for scientific practice in that the capacity to innovate may be affected. In Criminology a classical idea is that innovation often comes along with the rejection of institutional norms and the establishment of new forms of behavior which, over time and through negotiation, become permissible forms of behavior ([52]: p. 231). This is not to say that for innovation to occur norms must always be broken. However, there is a tradeoff between rigid control of behavior according to institutional norms and the possibilities for innovation. Especially for the case of science, where we expect scientists to deliver new and innovative knowledge, that we sometimes call “revolutionary”, a context that does not allow for non-conformist approaches may stifle innovation. Only the resulting processes of negotiation separating the permissible from
the non-permissible will establish what can count as new and regular facts, theories, and methods [53].

Again, this is not to say that plagiarism, fabrication, and falsification should be tolerated but rather that efforts to prevent or sanction misconduct may have the non-intended consequence of rendering certain forms of scientific innovation more unlikely.

One can, thus, see that the problems associated with defining scientific misconduct lead to questions of labeling and ultimately to the processes of negotiation in different scientific fields about the boundaries of permissible practice. The dynamics of these processes and their specificity to certain research fields should deter from prematurely committing to overly precise or general definitions of scientific misconduct. Otherwise, research on scientific misconduct may suggest a more objective picture of scientific practice than it actually can deliver. One conclusion that can be drawn from this and from the experiences from Criminology is that more qualitative approaches are needed to analyze the processes of occurrence, detection, punishment, and recording of scientific misconduct in the places where these processes happen.

The line drawn between scientific misconduct and accepted research practice can be seen as a divide not between two types of research but essentially between science and non-science. “Boundary work” [54] can be a useful concept to study the ways scientists separate the permissible from the non-permissible. Cases of (alleged) misconduct, like the one by Cyril Burt, a famous psychologist who was posthumously accused of having falsified and fabricated data, give a rich picture of the complex social processes that lead to questionable practices and the ways these are detected and labeled as misconduct. In the case of Burt, his studies on the cognitive capabilities of twins, arguing that intelligence is mainly determined by genes, seem to have highly unlikely samples and results. However, even within Psychology, consensus has not been forthcoming on whether this qualifies as misconduct or not. It seems that cases of possible misconduct can be highly contested because they stand for more than just the one case. They are always also cases where the limits of the cognitive authority of a discipline or science in general are questioned [55]. We would thus suggest to continue existing research from Science and Technology Studies dealing with boundary-work [54], which not only broaches the issue of scientific misconduct but also the demarcation between science and non-science ([56]: p. 16). This line of research, as well as the literature on retraction and scientific misconduct, could benefit from including criminological approaches.

4. Conclusions

Making use of an analogy to criminological research and criminal statistics, this article addressed the problem of confounding different processes that influence the final number of retractions that appear in scientific databases. Moreover it discussed the problem of changing and fuzzy definitions of misconduct that can hardly be represented by quantitative data.

Because currently very little is known both about the outlined processes of occurrence, detection, punishment, and publication of misconduct and about the negotiation of definitions within the scientific fields, raw numbers of retractions or self-reported misbehaviors are not very telling. Every process systematically influences the probability that a given instance of misconduct will be selected into the sample of studied retracted articles and causes amongst others biased estimates. They will most likely
paint an inaccurate picture both of the amount and the characteristics of misbehaviors and the scientists committing them.

More research is needed to illuminate these intermediary processes. Because of the explorative nature of such research and because the objectives of research are dynamic and deeply embedded within structures of everyday action, reasoning, tacit knowledge and sense-making, the methods of choice at this point would have to be qualitative (see, e.g., [57–59]). The definitions of misconduct, for instance, cannot be addressed by imposing pre-established definitions on the phenomenon in question, as is necessary in statistical analyses, but call for an open-ended approach that aims at discovering rather than confirming the various meanings of the label “misconduct”. Qualitative research can deliver an empirically grounded overview that should serve as a starting point for further quantitative analyses.

Moreover we argue to altogether shift the research focus to address the processes of negotiation at the various levels—in the scientific community (micro), in institutions like universities and journals (meso), and in more general public discourses (macro)—more prominently. Instead of being solely conceptualized as error or noise that will taint quantitative analyses and that more research simply seeks to partial out, it could be noted that, just like the processes influencing criminal statistics, they are “an aspect of social organization and cannot, sociologically, be wrong.” ([14]: p. 734). Social processes that shape definitions of scientific misconduct are not just sources of error or noise for researchers who are trying to measure misconduct but should be seen as an important resource and topic for further research. In fact, it is these very processes of negotiating definitions and boundaries of scientifically correct and scientifically fraudulent (or erroneous) behavior that lie at the heart of the scientific enterprise and therefore should be a major focus of the study of scientific misconduct [54,60]. An analysis of these processes should not simply aim at producing more reliable statistics in the end, but seek to shed light on the structures and mechanisms of scientific knowledge production.
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